BIO
It all started for Dino Russo AKA DJ D.Russo in 2011 with a DJ controller that was barely bigger
than a college textbook and cost less than $100. He spent hours practicing basic DJ techniques in
the comfort of his dorm room. The itch to play in front of a crowd started to quickly surface. Within
a few months D.Russo found himself DJing at different house parties around his college town.
Word quickly spread of the energy he brought to a party with his sets and was sought after for
University events and many of the Greek Life events on and off campus.
Fast forward a few years and D.Russo is now DJing regularly throughout venues in Hoboken, NJ in
addition to private functions. Over the years he has played to a various mix of crowds and gained
the experience to read a room and play a set according to the people in front of him. Whether it is
an intimate house party or a night club, D.Russo can play it.
It was after DJing at a rooftop pool party during WMC 2017 in Miami that D.Russo decided he was
ready to take his DJ career to the next level. The day after his rooftop set, D.Russo was lucky
enough to meet DJ Cova, who was willing and ready to take him under his wing and guide him
through Ableton & music production. In just one year, D.Russo went from never opening a DAW, to
producing 9 of his own edits/mash-ups, 2 remixes/bootlegs and 1 original track. Even with 6
years under his belt, D.Russo considers this just the beginning.

RECENT EDITS & BOOTLEGS

VENUES

NEW YORK
Cantina Rooftop | No Fun |
The W Living Room | Monarch Rooftop
NEW JERSEY
Cadillac Cantina | Texas Arizona | Mike's Moose
Saloon | The Dubliner | Reign Nightclub | Birch
| Hudson Ultra Bar | Kolo Klub | Pilsener Haus &
Biergarten | The Shep & Knucklehead | Brass
Rail | Tommy Fox's | ONE Fitness | Rob
Debrino's Softball & Baseball Academy
MIAMI
Dream Hotel Tasty Tuesday MMW 2017
Dream Hotel Tasty Tuesday MMW 2018
Clevelander C-Level Rooftop MMW 2018

OPENING SETS PERFORMED FOR
DJ Dramos | DJ Sir William | DJ Malo | Tony
Gia | DJ GKidd | Raffael De Luca | DJ Mikey
Swift
Bookings: officialdjdrusso@gmail.com

